Savage Worlds Adventure Edition Updates
UPDATED 4/19/2021

The following updates have been implemented since the
first printing of the Savage Worlds Adventure Edition. Print
them out and stick a copy in the back of your book to see if
your printing already reflects these changes. You can also
download the latest version of the PDF from www.peginc.
com or DTRPG.COM which incorporates all these updates.
 P18: We added the +1 version of Skill Bonus and clarified
a bit when you should use this over the Skill increase
ability:
Cost 1/2 —Skill Bonus (Once per Skill): Biological factors give the
race a +1/+2 bonus when using a particular skill. A race that emits
pheromones, for example, might have a +1 bonus to Persuasion.


P41 COUNTERATTACK / IMPROVED COUNTERATTACK:

P57 SUSPICIOUS: Summary should say:
Suspicious (Minor/Major): The individual is paranoid. As a
Major Hindrance, allies subtract 2 when rolling to Support him.
 P79 MINEFIELDS: “Failure means...” should read






“Success means...”
P97 AIM: To make it a bit more clear that the bonus applies
to your next turn, add this to the second paragraph: “If
a character spends her entire turn Aiming a ranged
weapon at a particular target and takes no other actions,
on her next turn she may...”
P97 AREA EFFECT ATTACKS: No change to how area
effect attacks work, but we made it a bit more clear that
area effect attacks hit anyone or anything caught under
the template, ignoring attack penalties such as Speed or
the Dodge Edge. Here’s the slightly reworded full text.

Replace “turn” with “round.”
P43 MARKSMAN: Replace the existing text with:
The hero is a natural with ranged weapons. If she doesn’t
move in a turn and fires no more than a Rate of Fire of 1 as
her first action, she may add +1 to an Athletics (throwing) Grenades, spell effects, breath weapons, and other attacks
or Shooting roll, or ignore up to 2 points of penalties from that cover a large area are “area effect attacks.” The most
Called Shots, Cover, Range, Scale, or Speed. This is a lesser common are Small, Medium, and Large Blast Templates,
version of the Aim maneuver and does not stack with it. and the Cone Template. There are copies you can print out
Marksman doesn’t apply to additional attacks after the first. on our website and we make durable acrylic versions as well.
 P45 COMMAND: Now adds +1 to troops’ Vigor rolls to
Area effect weapons target a location rather than individuals
recover from being Stunned as well. Updated Summary and so ignore defensive bonuses for specific targets covered
on page 61 as well.
by the template, such as the Dodge Edge or speed penalties.
 P46 GADGETEER: Replace the last three paragraphs to:
Cone templates are placed with the small end emanating
A Gadgeteer can spend up to three Power Points to “jury from the attacker and fired with the Shooting skill (or
rig” a device from any reasonable collection of spare parts. Athletics for breath weapons and other natural attacks).
This allows her to activate any power normally available A basic success means those beneath the template are hit.
to Weird Scientists of her Rank or lower in her particular Failure means the attack didn’t occur for some reason—the
setting, with a Power Point cost of 3 or lower.
creature failed to belch up noxious gas, the flamethrower
The total cost of an individual power (plus any modifiers) malfunctioned, etc.
cannot exceed the points spent to create it, nor can the
To attack with a blast template, the player places the
inventor apply Limitations to the gadget. She may attempt template on the tabletop (or describes where he wants it to
to create multiple devices as long as she has the points to land) and rolls Shooting, or Athletics for thrown weapons
do so.
and breath attacks. If the attack fails and there’s a chance it
Each gadget is created and activated with a Weird Science might deviate and hit someone else, see Deviation, below.
roll at –2. This takes one entire turn, during which she can
If the roll is successful, any target even partially beneath
do nothing else (she cannot take Multi-Actions that turn). In the template is affected, regardless of any attack penalties
all other ways, it works as the normal activation of a power. to hit such as the Dodge Edge. If the effect causes damage,
The inventor uses Power Points directly from her pool for roll for each victim separately. Attacks that hit with a raise
the device, but once its initial Duration is finished (it cannot cause bonus damage as usual.
 P103 MULTI-ACTIONS: Add this to the bottom of the
be maintained) it falls apart into its component pieces.
section:
 P56 CAN’T SWIM: Summary should say:
Free Actions: Multi-Action penalties do not apply to free
Can’t Swim (Minor): –2 to swimming (Athletics) rolls;
actions.
Each inch moved in water costs 3” of Pace.


Area Effect Attacks
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P106 STUN: We’ve made Stunned status a little easier to
recover from:

Stunned

Each limitation placed upon the power reduces its total
Power Point cost by one (to a minimum of 1). If this would
normally reduce the cost to 0, you gain a +1 bonus (+2
maximum) to the arcane skill total instead.

 RANGE: The power’s Range is reduced to Touch (and its
Stun guns, creature abilities, the stun power, electrical
listed Range is greater).
hazards, or other shocks to the brain or nervous system
 PERSONAL: The power’s Range becomes Self (and has a
make a character essentially helpless until they manage to
Range of Touch or the Range Limitation above).
shake it off.
 ASPECT: The character can only access one aspect of a
Stunned characters:
power (that has more than one choice), such as sloth/speed
• Are Distracted (this is removed at the end of the victim’s
or boost/lower Trait.
next turn as usual)
• Are Vulnerable (this remains until they recover from
 P165 OBJECT READING: Delete Audible History Modifier
being Stunned)
and replace with:
• Fall prone (or to their knees, GM’s call)
Strong (+2): The caster can see or hear from the item’s
• Can’t move or take any actions
creation forward.
• Don’t count toward the Gang Up bonus
 P165 PROTECTION: Change: “Protection doesn’t normally
Recovery: At the start of a Stunned character’s turn, he
stack with other armor, but see the Toughness modifier.”
makes a Vigor roll as a free action. Success means he’s no
to “Protection stacks with all other armor, natural or
longer Stunned but remains Vulnerable until the end of his
worn, and is negated by AP as usual.” (Toughness stacks
next turn. With a raise, his Vulnerable state goes away at
as well but is not affected by AP.)
the end of this turn.
 P165 PROTECTION: The Toughness Modifier was changed
 P112 EXPERIENCED SOLDIER: Increase Stealth to d6.
to +1 instead of +2.
 P127: Falling. Not a change, but if calculating falling
 P178 TENTACLES: Replace with the following text.
damage in feet is easier, use d6 per full 10 feet fallen.
 P136 CONVICTION: Note that we took out the line that
Tentacles
said you can only have one point of Conviction—there’s The creature has a number of “tentacle actions” specified in
no hard limit now.
its description (usually 2 or 4). Tentacle actions collectively
Add this after the first paragraph:
count as one of a creature’s three potential actions for the
Conviction can be spent to add a d6 to all a character’s Trait turn. The actions must stem from the tentacle in some wayand damage totals until the beginning of her next turn. This -usually a Fighting, Shooting, or grappling attack, but this
is the GM’s call.
die can Ace, and its result is added to the final total.
If the creature is a Wild Card, it rolls its Wild Die with each
Conviction tokens aren’t Bennies and can’t be used as such.
tentacle
action as usual.
They are kept between sessions, however.
If the being performs other actions on its turn, such as
A character may maintain Conviction from round to round
Taunting
or casting a spell, these and the tentacle actions
by spending a Benny (at the start of his turn, before it runs
are
affected
by the Multi-Action penalty as usual.
out). Once Conviction lapses, however, the effect ends.
Grappling rolls made with tentacles get a +2 bonus, and
 P137 SETBACK RESULT ON THE CREATIVE COMBAT
CHART: The entry should say the “...or simply loses her “crushing” causes the creature’s Strength in damage unless
otherwise listed.
next turn as she attempts...” (instead of “action”).
Severing a tentacle is a Called Shot. If damage exceeds the
 P143 SOCIAL CONFLICTS: Under Trials, 2nd paragraph.
creature’s
Toughness, the limb is severed and the monster is
Change “...at least four tokens...” to “...at least three
Shaken.
If
it was already Shaken, it takes a Wound.
tokens...”
 P180 ALLIGATOR: Increase Size to 2 and Toughness to
 P150 LIMITATION: We’ve updated this section to read:
11 (2).
 P185 LION (Pounce): Change to:
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Pounce: Lions pounce on their prey to best bring their
mass and claws to bear. If a lion makes a Wild Attack, it
adds +4 to its damage instead of +2.


P189 SWARM (Bite or Sting):

Bite or Sting: Swarms inflict hundreds of tiny bites or
stings every round, hitting automatically (unless Shaken)
and causing 2d4 damage to everyone in the template at the
end of their turn. Damage is applied to the least armored
location (those in completely sealed suits are immune).
Swarms aren’t intelligent enough to do anything but move
and bite and shouldn’t take Multi-Actions, make Tests, etc.
 Swarm: +2 to recover from being Shaken, Parry +2.
Swarms are composed of many small creatures, so
cutting and piercing weapons do no real damage. Area
effect attacks work normally, and a character can stomp
to inflict his damage in Strength each round. Some
swarms (bees, hornets, birds) may be foiled by total
immersion in water.


P186: Orc Chieftain. Change to:

Pace: 6; Parry: 8 (or 7 great axe); Toughness: 12 (4)

Mini-Settings Book
Abyssal


P22 RESCUE AT SEA: The Dramatic Task should say
“There are 25 survivors and the party has four rounds
to save them. Each success and raise rescues a survivor.
(See the Multi-Person Tasks section under Dramatic
Tasks in SWADE.)”

Tesla Rangers


P29 EDGES: Gadgeteer is available in Tesla Rangers.



P29 GALVANIC ENGINEER (Requirements): Ignore the



“Special” requirement.
P33 RUST STORM: In the second paragraph, the Dramatic
Task section should say: “He must acquire six Task
Tokens in four rounds to reach the eye of the storm where
a trio of rust devils await the group. If the group fails
during a Complication, they make it but are Exhausted
and ambushed by the creatures. If they simply fail, they
make it but are Fatigued.”

Have you checked out the Vehicle
Guide PDF yet? It gives you guidelines
for statting out real world vehicles and
adds quite a few new ones as well!
Look for weekly updates and all the
latest news at peginc.com!
We also have free updates for many of
our previously released settings!
Retailers! Sign up for our newsletter to
get special offers and information on
upcoming releases!

